Letters
Dr.Roy Walford (2002) has suggested that Biosphere 2 should be considered a serendipitous voyage of discovery, one that is within the stream of the "integrative culture" of ecology. I would like to address the dualism implied in Walford's essay and elsewhere by others who have written about this subject (Hollings 1998 , Saner 1999 , Bauman 2000 .
This dualism is nonexistent. There are not two separate cultures of biological ecology-the integrative and the analytical-that require integration. Most ecologists I know work both on an analytical level where necessary and possible and on an integrative level where necessary and possible. This is true of most scientific endeavors. These cultures are nothing more than the two sides of the same coin, that of science. They cannot be separated, nor can they be separately practiced, particularly in ecology, a relatively young science that is still in the early stages of development. As an individual interested in population biology, I perform replicated and controlled experiments where possible and use integrative techniques such as stochastic simulation modeling where appropriate. The feedback between the integrative and analytical is continuous and not separable. I do not believe it is useful to the actual performance of science to create arbitrary subdivisions within an integrated process.
The confusion regarding these aspects of science is not surprising, considering the general confusion about what science is and what it is not. Today this confusion has been exacerbated by large, expensive, and highly visible undertakings such as the human genome project. The acquisition of human DNA sequence information is neither analytical nor integrative science; it is acquisitional-that is, the data are simply acquired. The acquisition of data is only one part of the process of doing science. It is what will be done with this acquired data that will involve science at its most fundamental level. Science does not depend upon the acquisition of data alone; rather, it requires the development of hypotheses, the testing of these by experiment or observation, and the integration of verified hypotheses into a theoretical whole. It requires the continual feedback between both the analytical and integrative aspects to move forward.
